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LILY’S THIRD CROSSWORD 
There are two ways to solve this crossword.  If you like Cryptic Crosswords, turn to the next 
page and use the clues there, but if you prefer Quick Crosswords turn to the following page 
after that.  (Cryptic Crossword solvers may turn to the Quick clues if they are stuck: the 
answers are the same for both sets of clues – but no peeking until you are desperate!) 

This is crossword with a theme to it and it is super-topical.  Once again, I’ll leave you to 
work it out. 

Answers are available from Lily Neal – just ring her on 873808 
or email her at lily@topshambookshop.co.uk 

and she will send you a copy of the completed crossword. 
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CLUES FOR CRYPTIC FORM OF LILY’S THIRD CROSSWORD 
 
Across 
 

     1, 5 For the service we all love in a hall, eat nothing without good stirring  (8,6) 

  9  Rooms allocated beside cathedral in a gloomy way  (8) 

10  Deem apt the right to oversee fitness in part  (3,3) 

11  Part of Gun Hill is the situation many people have endured for weeks  (8) 

12  Many whales in a place the children all need to get back to  (6)  

14  Type of paper rope follows minor way  (10) 

18  Under 11, we should not mix these company spaces inside the ship  (10) 

 22, 23  What we need to keep, now party is followed by coolness?  (6,8) 

24  Addictive drink is an element in the Anglican Church  (6) 

25  Pass laundry into liquid soap  (8) 

26  An unknown number in the congregation display careless negligence  (6) 

27  Puts off day in Paris, in these times, with Poles  (8) 

 

 

Down 
 

1  Active limb is sadly mangled between the points  (6) 

2 Three times turn Inland Revenue about in the case  (6) 

3  Working edge not to be positioned between the ball and a particular goal  (6) 

4  To tolerate mistakes, everyone has to be in debt, or goes after luxury car  (5,5) 

6 15 exertions of which we can, at last, have unlimited amounts after the end of 11  (8) 

7 Bit of food in sinister series of balls  (8) 

8 Hob’s stolen dentures?  (8) 

13 Smooth reptile: sort of lacerta found in Europe and southern England  (4,6) 

15 What we’re not allowed to get under 11, except in our own 18!  (8) 

16 Live and establish a most unlikely solution to the current pandemic  (5,3) 

17 How Boris wants us to be Communist, first warning of the most severe danger  (3,5) 

19 “X” comes after boss in TV workroom  (6) 

20 Not just a fête for peacekeepers?  (6) 

21 In confusion, he becomes engaged  (6) 



QUICK CLUES TO LILY’S THIRD CROSSWORD 
 
Across 
 

 1, 5  The service we clap on Thursday evenings  (8,6) 

9  Gloomily, sour-temperedly  (6) 

10  Judge it correct to do something  (3,3) 

11  Regulation closing shops and eating places and instructing people to stay at home  (8) 

12      Educational establishment  (6)  

14  Newspaper: Love Topsham produced a commemorative one for VE Day  (10) 

18  Groups of people living together  (10) 

 22, 23  The 2-metre gap we need to leave between ourselves and others  (6,8) 

24  Roasted bean producing popular beverage  (6) 

25  Liquid soap   (8) 

26  Looseness, carelessness  (6) 

27  Postpones  (8) 

 

 

Down 
 
1 Sprightly  (6) 

2 Three times  (6) 

3 Position of player on football pitch, often much contested  (6) 

4 Permit inaccuracy   (5,5) 

6 Practise an activity  (8) 

7 Remainder of a meal, which could be used again  (7) 

8 On a cooker, where you would place a saucepan  (8) 

13 Small reptile, sounds as if it might live on the beach  (4,6) 

15 Of the body  (8) 

16 Speedy, but not necessarily permanent, solution to a problem  (5,3) 

17 Highest level of warning  (3,5) 

19 Artist’s workplace  (6) 

20 Not equitable  (7) 

21 When one cogwheel’s teeth interlock with another’s, it does this  (6) 


